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A CO L L E C T I O N O F  O U R F I N E S T  H OT E L S

alwaysLOVE YOU TOMORROW
But never as much as I will



A DREAM
Once uponmagicalYour wedding should be the most wonderful day of your life,  

full of magic and charm, tenderness and love.  
Experience your perfect celebration with the enchanting backdrop of Edinburgh,  

and let us provide the thoughtful touches  
that will enhance your dream wedding.



FOREVER I WILL LOVE YOU
more today than yesterday



foreverMADLY, DEEPLY
Truly,
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adventureTHE ADVENTURE BEGINS
And so
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LAUGHTER & LOVE
Revelry

Whatever your desires, we craft spirited, memorable pre-wedding parties 
for best friends and family so that you can share the excitement together. 

Celebrate friendship, honour love, 
and do it in style.
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In any lifetime,
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A secluded courtyard just for you and your privileged guests. 
Enjoy your ceremony in an ethereal, candlelit garden, 

a special place amongst the fl owers to share your vows
surrounded by your loved ones.

UNITED BENEATH
the skies
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together... . . . IS THE BEST PLACE TO BE
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timelessCapture your day against the magnificent backdrop of historic Edinburgh. 
Celebrate in the heart of the magical city. 

A wedding day full of tradition, infused with style. 

Make your day at Royal Mile a dream that will last forever.

TIMELESS MEMORIES
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celebratecelebrateDelight in the anticipation of your big day in one of our beautiful bridal suites. 
With panoramic views of the magical city and decadent decor to enhance the scene,he scene, 

enjoy the perfect place to luxuriate, get ready to look your best, 
and feel the excitement of it all.

& CHAMPAGNE
A day for butterflies
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one loveAs a long, amazing day comes to a close, forever is just beginning.  
After the euphoria of a celebration of your love amongst family and friends,  

it is time to relax, connect and reflect. 

Now, you are one.

I  AM HOME
When I look at you
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